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Zwartboek (Paul Verhoeven, 2006) and Das Leben der Anderen (Florian Henckel 

von Donnersmarck, 2007) 

 

 
 

The presence of handsome Sebastian Koch as both the nice Nazi in Verhoeven’s film 

and as the pristine-innocent East German playwright in Donnersmarck’s, is not 

coincidental. We need to feel that the past was better than it was, and that you could 

still have a good time in bed with the enemy, if you loved him. However, I believe 

that there were no sexy, loveable Nazis; and no-one seems to believe that there were 

any pristine-innocent people in Communist East Germany at all. The system there 

was designed, with maximum, fully-documented efficiency, to eradicate all 

innocence, all idealism, all trust, and all humanity. The Nazi system, which 

Communist East Germany replaced, was, of course, worse still. 

 

 
 

 Criticisms of the Donnersmarck film have ranged from the accurate / facetious 

(“There are no typos in any of the Stasi reports!”) to the completely damning (“No-

one in the Stasi could possibly have allowed their conscience to grow and flourish in 

the way the lead character does here!”). It’s been pointed out that so far from the 

DDR showing a vigorous protest culture, none, but none, of the supposedly 

alternative singers, writers, actors, and directors were not agents of the state. This 

playwright, who never puts an ideological foot wrong, and never steps visibly out of 

line for a moment, may be portrayed accurately enough in his DDR context (the more 

squeaky-clean he seems, the more they distrust and bug him), but he’s inherently 

implausible in the first place. 

 What no-one, so far as I know, has been cruel enough to say, is how bad the plays 

of the pristine-innocent playwright appear to be, from the brief extracts we’re shown. 

The first, pre-wall-coming-down production, is pretentious, unconvincing social 

realism, and the second, post-wall-coming down production (of the same scene in the 

same play), is ghastly pseudo-expressionist physical-theatre. Whether enslaved or 
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liberated, the Germans can’t direct their own plays. But perhaps I shouldn’t say that 

on just this evidence. 

 Verhoeven’s film, on the other hand, has been received in Holland with perfect 

equanimity. It could be because the DDR is still fresh in everyone’s memory, whereas 

WWII is for granddads to mumble about: but the fact is that, in 1944 Holland as 

depicted by Verhoeven, if you weren’t collaborating with the Nazis in some way, you 

weren’t real. Even the Jewish heroine collaborates – and only in part as an agent. We 

have no doubt that her love for Koch, the nice Nazi, is real: and he is no Amon Goetz, 

either – the last thing he’s going to do is pull a shelf-load of glass bottles down on top 

of her, in the Ralph Fiennes manner. 

 By the end of Black Book, only two of the Dutch characters are left alive with 

clean consciences. 

 There are excellent things in both films. The sequence in Das Leben … where the 

Stasi install the necessary bugs in the playwright’s flat in just twenty minutes, 

convinces utterly; as does the way the prying next-door neighbour is terrified off with 

the same drill-precision. The envelope-steaming machines near the end are, you can 

see, authentic. Verhoeven has made so many crap-but-excellent massacre sequences 

in his American films (remember Robocop?) that to do some truthful massacre 

sequences, as here, must have been a relief to his artist’s soul. 

 

 

 
 

 Carice van Houten, as the Jewish heroine of Black Book, shows extraordinary 

range and versatility (she speaks in four languages, one more than Meryl Streep in 

Sophie’s Choice); and Ulrich Mühe, as the Stasi spy who redeems himself, is so 

controlled and convincing that we suspend our disbelief at the impossibility of the 

fable. 


